
Intensional Set ConstraintsG. Richard - F. Saubion - A. Tellez-ArenasLIFO, Universit�e d'Orl�eans (France)f richard, saubion, tellez g@lifo.univ-orleans.frAbstractExisting approaches to deal with sets in a CLP framework generally assumethe �niteness of the subjacent sets: that is a reason why intensional sets are oftenforbidden. In this paper, we propose a new compilation method to treat intensionalsets in a general setting. Our representation relies on a simply typed �-calculus:sets are considered as Boolean-valued functions that may involve union and inter-section. This set expression language can be manipulated through suitable rulesadded to a �-calculus with explicit substitutions. Using the fact that we get a �rstorder mechanism derived from a calculus with explicit substitutions, e�cient imple-mentations are intended taking advantage of existing speci�c abstract machines forsuch calculus. Our method is a way to overcome the standard �niteness restrictionsconcerning sets in CLP languages.1 IntroductionSet constraints are naturally involved in many computer science areas and there is alarge agreement about their value in programming languages. For instance, consideringvariables as sets of possible values for program analysis leads to systems of inclusionconstraints [11, 12]. In functional programming, some type inference mechanisms usethe notion of subtypes and thus, the associated typing algorithms are in fact set inclu-sion constraint systems ([3]). On another hand, an increasing number of works has beendeveloped for embedding sets as a native data structure in high level programming lan-guages, especially logic programming languages [7, 9, 14, 18]: their aim is to increasethe expressive power of the host language. In [13] for instance, �nite intensional sets areallowed : given a predicate de�nition containing intensional set variables, the resolutionmechanism tries to give an explicit representation of these variables. Nevertheless, mostprevious works deals with �nite sets represented by an enumeration of their elements,the so-called extensional sets. In the current implementations, data structures such aslists or arrays can be easily used. Speci�c procedures are needed to deal with the lackof ordering and with multiple occurrences of elements which are inherent in set-basedde�nitions. But, as soon as one considers in�nite sets, this representation is not availableand one must turn to an implicit representation without enumeration.Many kinds of such representations can be suggested: sets as solutions of �xed pointequations, tree automata [10], etc... But, as is explained in [7], to keep close to thestandard logic syntax, the most appropriate syntax for set expressions, inspired by acommon practice in mathematics, is an intensional notation of the form fx j P (x)gspecifying the set of elements x with the property P , where P is generally de�ned using



�rst order logic. This kind of set expression, using an abstract set former f� � � j � � �g,becomes a logic term and is allowed to occur in any position where a standard term canoccur. Let us examine a simple example, extracted from [16], to highlight our discussion.A box is sterile if all the bugs in it are dead. A bug in a boiled box is dead. A box b isboiled. The question is: \is b a sterile box ?" or \�nd the sterile boxes y". We argue thata natural way to formally translate this speci�cation is to adopt a CLP -like formalism:sterile(y) bug in(y) � dead bug:dead(x) bug(x); in(x; y); boiled(y):boiled(b):where bug in(y) = fx j bug(x) ^ in(x; y)g and dead bug = fx j bug(x) ^ dead(x)g. Theinclusion bug in(y) � dead bug is considered as a set constraint and we have to reduce it.But, of course, we have no information about the cardinality of the two sets involved in theconstraint. Typically, none of the known works could deal with such a speci�cation. Forinstance, [5] is based on a mechanism which constructs an intensional set by enumeratingall its elements: the sets are assumed to be �nite and abstract set formers are replaced bythe corresponding extensional set terms. But, since the �niteness of a �rst order predicateis a well-known undecidable problem, either a careful programming style is necessary toavoid generation of in�nite sets or the class of admissible programs is restricted usingsyntactic properties.The main novelty in our paper is to reduce constraints without any assumption aboutthe set cardinality. We propose an alternative representation of intensional sets togetherwith a term rewriting system to solve constraints on these sets. Our main idea is toconsider a predicate p, previously used to de�ne the property characterizing the elementsof an intensional set fx j p(x)g, as a boolean-valued function encoded as a �-expression�x:p(x). Back to the sterile box example, we get (informally at this stage) a representationsuch as bug in(y) � �x:bug(x) ^ in(x; y) and dead bug � �x:bug(x) ^ dead(x). As inthe standard approach, we deal with set expressions involving union, intersection andcomplement set operators. Then a with explicit substitutions [15, 1, 6, 8] provides amethod to compute over �-expressions by using �rst-order term rewriting system. Weextend one of these systems, namely the ��-calculus [1, 6], with rules especially designedto handle intensional set de�nitions. We only consider two kinds of constraints: inclusionconstraints between set expressions se1 � se2 (including by the way emptiness test)and membership constraints such as x 2 se. Such constraints are embedded into a�Prolog-like ([16]) framework, where functions and formulas can be treated with thesame �-calculus formalism. Such a framework extends classical constraint Horn clausessince universal quanti�ers and implicative formulas become allowed goals. Concerningintensional sets, this is a necessary extension since an inclusion fx j p(x)g � fx j q(x)gimmediately leads to a goal 8x; p(x)) q(x), which is not a strict Prolog goal. For lack ofspace, we do not recall here the full �-Prolog setting and we focus on the set expressionmanipulations.2 Set representationWe present now the syntax associated with our choice: the intensional representation,using the constructor f: : : j : : :g, formalized here as a �-expression using explicit substi-tutions.



2.1 Explicit Substitutions: a Brief ReviewIn classical �-calculus [4], the substitution mechanism relies on an external formalismwhich is not at the same conceptual level than the reduction rules. To overcome thisproblem, new systems have been developed using an explicit treatment of the substi-tution process. These systems are expressed as sets of �rst-order rewrite rules whichinternalize the substitutions by the use of closures. Our approach is based on the sys-tem presented in [8] for simply typed lambda-calculus. We describe our system in a DeBruijn's setting [17] where natural numbers play the role of variables. To avoid con-fusion, we use underlined integers: 1; 2; ::: and the set of variables is denoted IN . Forinstance, the �-term �xyz:f(x; y; z) is represented by the term ���f(3; 2; 1). Informally,the integer denoting a variable corresponds to the number of � symbols one has to crossto reach this variable. In this context, a substitution is represented as a list built usingthe cons \." constructor . The identity substitution is denoted id. For instance, a:b:idcorresponds to the substitution: 1 7! a; 2 7! b; 3 7! 1; : : : ;n+ 2 7! n. We comply herewith the notations of [1] and their calculus: ��. A particular substitution denoted " isde�ned by: 1 7! 2; 2 7! 3; : : : and allows to consider n as a notation for 1 ["]:::["]| {z }n�1 (ofcourse, this is not a substitution in the usual �rst order setting where a �nite supportis assumed). The application of a substitution s to a term t is denoted t[s]: this is aclosure, a term of a kind not present in the standard lambda-calculus. We give here thegrammar and the rewrite rules for a calculus in the �� ([1]) family. We consider typedterms and we begin with the grammar of types. Given any set of basic types BT , typesare built as follows :� Types A ::= K j A! Bwhere K is an element of BT and A and B are types. Contexts are lists of types, usedto record types of free variables. Moreover, we introduce a set of high-order variablesX , considered as meta-variables, and independent from the �-reduction mechanism. Aunique context �X and a unique type TX is associated with each metavariable X in X .� Contexts : � ::= nil j A:�We give then the typed ��-terms grammar :� Terms : a ::= 1 j X j (a a0) j �Aa j a[s]� Substitutions : s ::= Id j " j a:s j s � twhere the composition operator is denoted s � t. We recall in the following tables thetyped ��-calculus. Substitutions are introduced by the use of the Beta rule, which is the�� translation of the classical �-reduction, and are eliminated thanks to the twelve otherrules. We use the notation s . � to express the fact that the substitution s has type �.� ` a : K denotes the fact that a has the type K in the context �.
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Typing rulesA:� ` 1 : A �X ` X : TXA:� ` b : B� ` �Ab : A! B� ` a : A! B � ` a0 : A� ` (a a0) : B� ` s . �0 �0 ` a : A� ` a[s] : A� ` Id . � A:� `" .�� ` a : A � ` s . �0� ` a:s . A:�0� ` s00 . �00 �00 ` s0 . �0� ` s0 � s00 . �0Table 2.12.2 ��S-calculusWe present now our extension, ��S, of the ��-calculus. We �rst give the representationof predicates de�ning intensional sets, then syntax and rewriting rules associated withnew set operators.2.2.1 User's predicatesClearly, an intensional set de�ned as fx j p(x)g is based on the de�nition of the propertyp to be satis�ed by its elements. In order to obtain a practical de�nition, we adopt ade�nition of predicates using a logic language with higher order features like �-Prolog([16]). A property can be described through a logic program, and the set fx j p(x)gdenotes the set of solutions of the query p(x) ?. Back to the sterile box example, the setdead bug is just the set of solutions of the query bug(x) ^ dead(x), where the predicatesbug and dead are de�ned by a logic program.Given a set F of function symbols, a set V of �rst-order variables, T (F ;V) denotesthe set of terms constructed on F and V, T (F) denotes the set of ground terms. We workwith possibly in�nite intensional sets which are subsets of T (F) or T (F)� : : :� T (F)| {z }n times fora suitable integer n. Given a set P of predicate symbols, Atom denotes the standard set ofatomic formulas built with P and T (F ;V). In the following, f(t1; : : : ; tn) j p(t1; : : : ; tn)gwill be an abbreviation for f(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 T (F)�: : :�T (F) j p(t1; : : : ; tn)g . Furthermore,in our formalism, since we use the De Bruijn notation, the set of variables V is IN andwe will write equally V or IN .2.2.2 Set representationThe introduction of some boolean operations makes possible set manipulations such asunion or intersection. We introduce two new speci�c atomic type constant denoted by Eand U , respectively used for typing elements of T (F ; IN) and for typing user's predicates(typing rules are in table 2.2.2). The abstract grammar of intensional sets is the following,where se is a set expression, pe is a formula de�ning a set and p is an atom. We have tointroduce a new set of variables X , named meta-variables (denoted with capital letters),



which are set variables, di�erent from V whose elements are �rst-order variables.� se : := 1 j �Ese j �Epe j se [ se0 j se \ se0 j X j se[s]� pe : := pe _ pe0 j pe ^ pe0 j p j > j ?where s is a substitution following the syntax of �� , > and? denote respectively true andfalse. Note that this syntax allows to express set depending from �rst-order variables, suchas bug in(y) = fx j in(x; y) ^ bug(x)g = �in(1; 2) ^ bug(1); which can be instantiated byusing the notation se[s] into bug in(b) = fx j in(x; b)^bug(x)g = (�in(1; 2)^bug(1))[b:id]:In the following, we impose se to be free of meta-variables and reduce the term thanksto the ��S-calculus. We present then a set of rewrite rules to describe the interactionbetween the initial �� terms and the new set operators introduced to express sets. The��S-system is the union of �� and of the Set system which shows how substitutions areapplied to new ��S-terms. SetApp[ (se [ se0)[s]! se[s] [ se0[s]App\ (se \ se0)[s]! se[s] \ se0[s]�se \ �se0 ! �(se \ se0) �se [ �se0 ! �(se [ se0)�p \ �p0 ! �(p ^ p0) �p [ �p0 ! �(p _ p0)Typing rules� ` se : A � ` se0 : A� ` se [ se0 : A � ` se : A � ` se0 : A� ` se \ se0 : AE:� ` p : U� ` �Ep : E ! UTable 2.2.2We may notice that, using the previous system, ((�p \ �q) t) reduces to (�(p ^ q)t),then to (�((p ^ q)[t:id]),then to (�(p[t:id] ^ q[t:id]). The rules to reduce p[s] are similarto a �rst-order substitution process. Properties of ��S-system are the same ones as ��properties ([8]) and the main result is that ��S is weakly normalizing and conuent onsubstitution-closed terms.3 ConstraintsBy using �-calculus for intensional sets representation and manipulation, we want totest membership and set inclusion without enumerating elements as is classically donein [5]. Note that other constraints such as equality or emptiness can be expressed usinginclusion: se = se0 can be expressed by se � se0 ^ se0 � se, whereas se = ; is equivalentto se � ;.3.1 Membership constraintsGiven an intensional set S, a membership constraint (t1; : : : ; tn) 2 S will be expressedas an application (: : : (se t1) : : : tn), where se denotes the abstraction encoding S, andti 2 T (F ;V). The main idea is to reduce the ��S-terms using the ��S-system and tosolve the resulting formula w.r.t. the logic language de�ning predicates (�-Prolog). Butin fact, there are several cases: se could be ground or could contain meta-variables. If secontains meta-variables, then we cannot assert the consistency of the constraints, but insome cases, we can prove the inconsistency: it is su�cient to check the constraint after



replacing meta-variables by ground terms. For example, using the following de�nition ofeven predicate:even(zero):even(s(s(x))) : � even(x):we cannot infer inconsistency from s(zero) 2 fx j even(x)g [ X, but s(zero) 2 fx jeven(x)g \ X is always false, that can be proved in replacing X by T (F). In order totest the consistency of a ground membership constraints, it is su�cient to reduce it usingthe ��S-system, then test the validity of its normal form, w.r.t predicates de�nition.The resolution will generate a �rst-order substitution (on free variables), that we willpropagate in the system. Of course, if the given query is ground, then the �-Prologresolution process acts only as a test. For example, checking zero 2 fx j even(x)gis solved by reducing ((�x:even(x)) zero), whose normal form is even(zero) which isconsidered as the initial goal for a �-Prolog interpreter. Thanks to the simply typed �-calculus underlying our mechanism, we avoid some standard paradoxes using expressionsuch as X =2 X.3.2 Inclusion constraintsThe main idea is to structure the solving mechanism in two distinct parts. The �rstpart allows one to extract from a system of inclusion constraints a list of equations,from which simple questions such as membership, emptiness can be easily checked, andgenerate a new system of inclusion, but where all meta-variables have been removed. Theconsistency test of this new system is performed in a second part, with a mechanism like�-prolog resolution, since inclusions of intensional sets can be transformed into logicalformulas, built on ); 8; ^; _, and predicates de�ned by logical program.De�nition 1 Let P be a conjunction of set constraints of the form se1 � se2, where se1and se2 are typed set expressions, and contain typed meta-variables X1; : : : ; Xp. A solvedform is a conjunction of equations of the form Xi = Ti, for 1 � i � p, where Ti is anexpression containing \; [ ; operators, closed set expressions, and no meta-variable oftype with a depth greater than Xi (the depth n of a type T is the number of arrows whichform it).Note that, if the complementary operator is not allowed in the grammar of set expressions,it may appear in an intermediary step, and will be denoted by se. This solved form iscompleted by formulas without meta-variables, called consistency constraints and whosevalidity has to be checked by the system:De�nition 2 A consistency constraint is a constraint of the form 8 : : :8(p1^ : : :^pm )p01 _ : : : _ p0m) where pi are user's predicates.The second part of our mechanism is the validity test of a system of such constraints. Inorder to insure termination of the algorithm, the next meta-variable to be resolved is themaximal one w.r.t. the depth of its type: each step eliminates the greatest meta-variableand does not add any new variable. We could prove that, if a given set is a subset ofT (F ;V)� : : :� T (F ;V)| {z }n times , then its type is of the form E ! : : :! E ! U| {z }n times , and the depthis n. Our algorithm is an adaptation of the one presented in [2]. The main di�erence isthat we deal with typed expressions, and di�erent levels of constraints have to be treated.In [2], sets are subsets of T (F ;V), and tuples are not treated. Furthermore, we can deal



with sets depending from free variables (such as bug in(y) in the sterile box example),and universal quanti�ers 8 are introduced, for instance in 8y(bug in(y) � dead bug(y)).These quanti�ers are internal and do not appear neither in the initial constraint systemnor in the �nal one.Simpli�cation P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 � se2 \ se3)P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 � se2) ^ 8 : : :8(se1 � se3)P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 [ se2 � se3)P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 � se3) ^ 8 : : :8(se2 � se3) P ^ se1 � se2P ^ se1 #��S� se2 #��SDecomposition P ^ 81 : : :8n(�se1 � �se2)P ^ 81 : : :8n8n+1(se1 � se2)8-Elim P ^ 81 : : :8nj (bj � Xi)P ^ (([1 : : : [nj bj) � Xi) P ^ 81 : : :8nj (Xi � bj)P ^ (Xi � (\1 : : : \nj bj))X-Elim P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 \Xi \ se2 � se3)P ^ 8 : : :8(Xi � se1 [ se2 [ se3) P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 � se2 [Xi [ se3)P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 \ se2 \ se3 � Xi)complement-Elim P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 \ se \ se2 � se3)P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 \ se2 � se [ se3) P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 � se2 [ se [ se3)P ^ 8 : : :8(se1 \ se � se2 [ se3)Final decomposition P ^ 81 : : :8n(�se1 � �se2)P ^ 81 : : :8n8n+1(se1 � se2)P ^ 81 : : :8n(�pe1 � �pe2)P ^ 81 : : :8n8n+1(pe1 ) pe2) P ^ 81 : : :8n(�se1 � pe2)FailTable 3.2� First step: Iterate the three simpli�cation rules. Note that 8 quanti�ers donot appear in the initial system, but after elimination step.� Iterate the decomposition rule. Indeed, intuitively, f(x; y) j p(x; y; z)g � f(x; y) jq(x; y)g is equivalent to 8x(fy j p(x; y; z)g � fy j q(x; y)g). Note that we use the DeBruijn notation in such a way that in the expression 8�p(1; 2) � q(1; 2), 1 is boundedwith the �, and 2 with 8.� Iterate the simpli�cation rules.� Now the system is a conjunction of constraints of the form 81 : : :8n(X1 \ : : : \Xn \ se1 � X 01 [ : : : [ X 0m [ se2), where sei do not contain any meta-variables �-free.Choose the greatest meta-variables Xi 2 X with regard to the depth criterium (i.e.8Xj 2 X ; ((Xj 6= Xi)) (depth(Xj) < depth(Xi) or (depth(Xj) = depth(Xi)andi > j).� In order to obtain Xi as a single variable on the left hand side or the right handside of an equation, apply the X-elim rules (b denotes the complementary of b).� Constraints containing Xi are now of the form 81 : : :8nj (Xi � bj) or 81 : : :8nj (bj �Xi), where bj contains only meta-variables smaller than Xi. Apply the 8-elim rules,where we use the De Bruijn notation in the same way that with � and 8. Now, we canwrite: Xi = (S(a�Xi) a) [ (Yi \ T(Xi�a0) a0) where Yi is a new meta-variable.� Apply the following procedure which apply the transitivity of inclusion operator, inorder to transform P in an equivalent system on variables smaller than Xi:for all (Xi � ([1 : : : [nj bj)) in P dofor all ((\1 : : : \n0j b0j) � Xi) in P doadd to P the constraint 81 : : :8nj+n0j(b0j[1:2: : : : :n0j: "nj ] � bj["n0j ]) odremove (Xi � ([1 : : : [nj bj)) from P odThe substitution is a simple renaming, and we reduce then X[s] in X.� In order to suppress the negations, apply the complement-elim rules.� We have obtain a new smaller system denoted by P 0, where we have removed themetavariable Xi. If meta-variables appear in P 0, then go to the �rst step.� We �nally obtain a system of equations which is the solution of the problem if itexists, and a system of constraints, of the form 8 : : :8(se1 � se2), where sei contains no



meta-variables. In order to obtain consistency constraints, iterate simpli�cation rules,then �nal decomposition rules. If the number of � is di�erent between right and left sideof the inclusion, then the constraint is ill-typed. 2Of course, all along this mechanism, we implicitly apply over each side of equations,simpli�cation rules like X [ X ! X; : : :. We get now a set of equations which is thesolved form of the initial problem, and a consistent set of implications if and only ifthe initial system is consistent. We can also have a set of membership constraints: inthat case, we have to replace meta-variables Xi on the right hand side of a membershipconstraint, by Ti, according to their order w.r.t the depth of their respective types.When there are no meta-variables left, we use the mechanism presented in section 3.1.In order to check the validity of the system combining atoms (membership constraints)and implications (inclusion constraints), we use a �-Prolog interpreter. For instance, itis straightforward to test this mechanism over the sterile box example: starting fromthe query sterile(b)?, we get yes and starting from the query sterile(y)?, we get asanswer the �rst order substitution y = b. This means that, during the resolution process,the inclusion constraint bug in(y) � dead bug involving a set parameterized by the freevariable y, we instantiate the variable to get a solution. Then, thanks to the �-Prologmechanism, we are able to handle sets depending on free-variables and to give answers insome cases. Of course, it remains to de�ne a class of sets where such manipulations alwaysterminate i.e. a class of intensional sets where the problem we deal with is decidable.To identify such a class might be easier in ��-calculus than in the CLP framework. Inappendix , we give an example where we see how our algorithm works.4 Related works, future works and conclusionIn this paper, we address the problem of �nite representation of in�nite sets and we focuson the so-called intensional sets. In the �eld of constraint logic programming, we maymention the works of [5, 7]: in their approach, sets are assumed to be �nite and thusthe compilation method consists in replacing abstract set-formers by the correspondingextensional set terms. To e�ectively implement such an approach, the host language issupposed to provide a collect-all mechanism (which in fact could be implemented usingnegation): we do not assume such a facility to be provided.Starting with the intuition that intensional sets could be considered as higher order ob-jects, we have developed a scheme to represent such sets with speci�c lambda-terms. Ourset expressions are built from set variables, function symbols and some operators: union,intersection, complement and an abstract set former f� � � j � � �g for intensional sets. Thus,starting from ��, a calculus with explicit substitutions, we extend its grammar with setoperators and the reduction system with speci�c rules to capture set semantics. Keepingthe standard properties expected from such a calculus (local conuence, weak termina-tion), our solving mechanism is derived from a �rst order uni�cation algorithm w.r.t. thetheory ��S. This system includes some standard inference rules in set constraints solvingand provides an uniform treatment for membership, emptiness and inclusion constraints.The host language of such a system is a �-Prolog like language where the semantics isde�ned via a natural deduction system.Among the various extensions we have in mind, two ones seem to be easily obtainable.First to include new set formers like f(X) to denote the set fx j x = f(y) for a y 2 Xg),Secondly, to allow recursive set expressions such as Even = f0g [ fEven + 2g, whichis also a way to represent in�nite sets. Of course, it is easy to incorporate treatment



of �nite extensional sets since a singleton set fag is just represented with �x:equal(x; a)where equal predicate is de�ned with the unique rule equal(x; x). A �nite set is just a�nite union of such singleton sets. Concerning nested sets, our mechanism might allowto deal with them without speci�c di�culty because of the higher order features includedin �-Prolog, but we have not yet explored this issue. From an operational point of view,we are currently developing a prototype written in a high level framework (ELAN ([19]))well-suited to experiment various strategies. In order to get an e�cient mechanism, wecould also take advantages of various abstract machines ([15]) de�ned for lambda-calculuswith explicit substitutions.References[1] M. Abadi, L. Cardelli, P.-L. Curien, and J.-J. L�evy. Explicit Substitutions. Journal ofFunctional Programming, 4(1):375{416, 1991.[2] A. Aiken and E.L. Wimmers. Solving Systems of Set Constraints. In 7th Symposium onLICS, 1992.[3] A. Aiken and E.L. Wimmers. Type Inclusion Constraints and Type Inference. In Con-ference on Functional Programming Language and Computer Architecture, pages 31{42.ACM press, 1993.[4] H.P. Barendregt. The Lambda-Calculus and its Syntax and Semantics. Studies in Logicand the Foundation of Mathematics. Elsevier Sciences, north-holland edition, 1984. SecondEdition.[5] P. Bruscoli, A. Dovier, E. Pontelli, and G. Rossi. Compiling Intensional Sets in CLP. InP. Van Entenryck, editor, Logic Programming : Proceedings of the eleventh InternationalConference, pages 647{661. MIT Press, june 1994.[6] P.-L. Curien, T. Hardin, and A. R��os. Normalisation Forte du Calcul des Substitutions.Technical Report 16, LIENS, 1991.[7] A. Dovier, E Omodeo, E Pontelli, and G. Rossi. flogg : A Language for Programmingin Logic with Finite Sets. In Journal of Logic Programming, volume 28, pages 1{44, july1996.[8] G. Dowek, T. Hardin, and C. Kirchner. Higher order uni�cation via explicit substitutions.In Proceedings, Tenth Annual IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer Science, pages 366{374, june 1995.[9] C. Gervet. Conjuncto: Constraint Logic Programming with Finite Set Domains. InILPS'94, November 1994.[10] R. Gilleron, S. Tison, and M. Tommasi. Solving systems of set constraints with negatedsusbset relationships. Technical Report 247, Laboratoire d'Informatique Fondamentale deLille, 1993.[11] N. Heintze. Set Based Progam Analysis. PhD thesis, Carnegie Mellon University, 1992.[12] N. Heintze and J. Ja�ar. A Decision Procedure for a Class Herbrand Set Constraints. InProceedings of the 5th Symposium on Logic in Computer Science, pages 42{51, Philadelphia,June 1990.
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A ExampleLet p; q; r and t be predicates symbols de�ned by:8>>><>>>: p(f(x; y)):q(f(x; x); x):r(x; h(x; x)):t(g(x; x); x):We want to test consistency and to solve the following set of constraints, where the typedmeta-variables are (X1; E ! U); (X2; E ! U), and (X3; E ! E ! U):8>>><>>>: (1) X1 \ �p(1) � �q(1; 2)(2) ^ �X1 [ ��r(2; 1) � �X2(3) ^ X3 � ��q(2; 1) [ �X1(4) ^ ��r(2; 1) � X3 [ ��t(2; 1)whose meaning is: (x1 is a free �rst-order variable)8>>><>>>: (1) X1 \ fx j p(x)g � fx j q(x; x1)g(2) ^ f(x; y) j y 2 X1g [ f(x; y) j r(x; y)g � f(x; y) j y 2 X2g(3) ^ X3 � f(x; y) j q(x; y)g [ f(x; y) j y 2 X1g(4) ^ f(x; y) j r(x; y)g � X3 [ f(x; y) j t(x; y)g



The following table shows the progress, of the �rst part of our solving mechanism:(1) ^ (2) ^ (3) ^ (4)(1) ^ (21) : �X1 � �X2 ^ (22) : ��r(2; 1) � �X2 ^ (3) : X3 � �(�q(2; 1) [X1) ^ (4)(1) ^ (21) : 8(X1 � X2) ^ (22) : 8(�r(2; 1) � X2) ^ (3) ^ (4)solve X3(1) ^ (21) ^ (22) ^ (3) ^ (4) : ��r(2; 1) \ ��t(2; 1) � X3X3 = (��r(2; 1) \ ��t(2; 1)) [ (Y3 \ (�(�q(2; 1) [X1))(1) ^ (21) ^ (22) ^ (34) : ��r(2; 1) \ ��t(2; 1) � �(�q(2; 1) [X1)(1) ^ (21) ^ (22) ^ (34) : ��r(2; 1) � ��t(2; 1) [ �(�q(2; 1) [X1)(1) ^ (21) ^ (22) ^ (34) : ��r(2; 1) � �(�t(2; 1) [ �q(2; 1) [X1)(1) ^ (21) ^ (22) ^ (34) : 8(�r(2; 1) � �t(2; 1) [ �q(2; 1) [X1)solve X2(1) ^ (21) : ([X1) � X2 ^ (22) : ([�r(2; 1)) � X2 ^ (34)X2 = ([X1) [ ([�r(2; 1)) [ Y2(1) ^ (34)solve X1(1) : X1 � �p(1) [ �q(1; 2) ^ (34) : 8(�r(2; 1) \ �t(2; 1) [ �q(2; 1) � X1)(1) ^ (34) : ([(�r(2; 1) \ �t(2; 1) [ �q(2; 1)) � X1)X1 = ([(�r(2; 1) \ �t(2; 1) [ �q(2; 1)) [ (Y1 \ �p(1) [ �q(1; 2)(134) : 8(�r(2; 1) \ �t(2; 1) [ �q(2; 1) � �p(1) [ �q(1; 3))(134) : 8(�r(2; 1) \ �p(1) � �t(2; 1) [ �q(2; 1) [ �q(1; 3))(134) : 8(�(r(2; 1) ^ p(1)) � �(t(2; 1) _ q(2; 1) _ q(1; 3)))(134) : 88(r(2; 1) ^ p(1)) t(2; 1) _ q(2; 1) _ q(1; 3))The meaning of the solution is:8>>>><>>>>: X3 = f(x; y) j r(x; y)g \ f(x; y) j t(x; y)g [ (Y3 \ f(x; y) j q(x; y) _ y 2 X1gX2 = X1 [ Sx2T (F)fy j r(x; y)g [ Y2X1 = Sx2T (F)(fy j r(x; y)g \ fy j t(x; y)g [ fy j q(x; y)g)[(Y1 \ fx j p(x)g [ fx j q(x; x1)g)with the consistency constraint:8x8y(r(x; y) ^ p(y)) t(x; y) _ q(x; y) _ q(y; x1))which is true, since (r(x; y) ^ p(y)) is always false.


